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Seasoning of Timber
Revised by A. LAMOND and J. HARTLEY
Seasoning of Timber

Expressed as a formula:

From day to day, most people have some contact
with "seasoned" timber. From childhood days wooden cots and toys, to school desks and, eventually,
to wooden furniture and flooring in homes or places of
employment - seasoned timber is to be found. Yet
how many people really understand what seasoned
timber is?
Only when cracks appear in furniture or floor, or
when a door shows some degree of warping, is any
thought given to this concept. It is to be regretted that
even some people associated with the timber trade
have little knowledge of what seasoned timber is and
the best method of obtaining it.
What is "seasoned" timber?
The process of drying out the water from "wet" or
"green" timber is termed "seasoning", or more simply
"drying". Water is just as essential to the life of a
tree as it is for all living matter. Together with the
various minerals, it enters through the roots of the tree
and is carried in the sapwood - the outer woody part to the leaves. The food, that is the sugars and starch,
are made in the leaves by photosynthesis and are
transported in solution down the inner bark to the
growing cells. The whole trunk of the tree is made up
of cells, which are like small tubes, having walls of
cellulose and a more or less hollow' cavity filled with
water and other materials known as sap. Consequently, when the tree is felled and the resulting log
is sawn into timber, the sawn sections consist of
innumerable small cells containing water. Drying the
moisture out of wood enhances its properties to such
an extent that the resulting timber is given the special
name "seasoned" rather than "dried" although the
terms are identical.

Moisture
content

. Weight of Water
x 100 per cent
Weight of wood substance

Consider an ordinary sponge. This could weight
only 100 g when dry, but when it is saturated with
water it could weight 500 g. Its saturated moisture
content could then be said to be
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x 100 per cent

or 400 per cent. In other words it holds four times its
own weight in water.
The green moisture content, that is the moisture
content of a freshly sawn log, varies with the density
of timber. Balsa, a very light porous timber, can have
a green moisture content of 400 per cent, but ironbark,
a very heavy timber, has a green moisture content of
only about 40 per cent. In iron bark, there is so much
woody tissue that there is very little free space to hold
water. This water not only is contained in the hollow
spaces in the woody cells (i.e. in the cell cavities) but
also saturates the walls of the cells.
"Free" and "Bound" moisture
"Free moisture" is the name given to the water in
the cell cavities in timber, and the moisture saturating
the cell walls is termed the "bound" or "combined"
moisture. Although the moisture is exactly the same
in either position, its effect on the timber is quite
different. As timber dries, the free water evaporates
first, and the effect produced is principally a loss of
weight. As the bound water is removed, however, the
properties of the timber become noticeably changed.
Fibre saturation point

Moisture content
In order to understand what is meant by seasoned
timber the term "moisture content" must be understood. This is simply the weight of water contained
in a piece of timber compared with the weight of
actual woody substance in the same piece. This is
usually expressed as a percentage.
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As the free moisture leaves the cell cavity, it will
eventually become empty, leaving the cell wall still
saturated. This is such an important stage in the
drying that it is given a special name, and the term is
"fibre saturation point". For most timbers the
moisture content at the fibre saturation point lies
between 21 and 33 per cent.
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It should be noted that the fibre saturation point
strictly refers to the moisture content of each individual
cell and not the piece of timber as a whole. For
example, consider the drying of a piece of board
100 mm x 25 mm, such as a floorboard. If it is
hardwood, tallowwood or brush box, for example,
its green moisture content when sawn would lie
within the range of 50 to 70 per cent.
On being exposed to the air, the outside section of
the board will dry first. Hence the cells in the outer
1 mm, say, will dry down to the fibre saturation point
before the centre of the board has even started to
dry. Although the moisture content of the outer
section or "case" of the board may be about 21 to
33 per cent, the moisture content of the centre or
"core" will still be the same as it was when the board
was first sawn. The average moisture content of the
whole piece, including both the core and the case, will
still be close to the initial green moisture content.
When the moisture content of timber is specified, it is
always the average moisture content which is considered.
Moisture gradient
Because timber dries from the outside to the centre
all commercial sizes of timber have a lower moisture
content on the outside (case) than the core, when
being seasoned. This difference is called the "moisture
gradient" through the piece of timber, and it is always
present when timber is being dried. Moisture flows
from a wetter to a drier position and the gradient
results in the core eventually drying out.

HOW TIMBER DRIES
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TABLE 1
This gives Equilibrium Moisture Content of timber
at various Relative Humidities at 20° C.
Relative
Humidity

Moisture
Content

Relative
Humidity

Moisture
Content

(per cent)

(per cent)

(per cent)

(per cent)

60
70
80
90

11.0
13.2
16.1
21.0

10
20
30
40
50

2.6
4.6
6.2
7.8
9.2

The piece of timber will eventually dry until the
moisture content of the core reaches approximately
that of the case. If the timber is used indoors and not
exposed directly to the weather, its moisture content
from then on will fluctuate only a few per cent
following changes in relative humidity. When timber
has dried to this state, it is said to be at its equilibrium
moisture content (e.m.c.) and is fully seasoned. For
indoor situations in most of New South Wales, the
moisture content of seasoned timber will vary between
the limits of IO to IS per cent.
Hence, any timber dried to within these limits can
be said to be adequately seasoned. In coastal areas,
seasoned timber will maintain a moisture content of
mainly 12 to IS per cent, though in the very dry
western areas of New South Wales such as Broken
Hill, timber will dry down to approximately 7 per
cent moisture content during summer.
It has also been found that in air-conditioned
buildings timber should be seasoned to the low side
of the range, that is, about 10 per cent. In these
buildings, the relative humidity is usually kept low,
and when the air is heated in winter time, the moisture
content of the timber in such buildings drops to about
8 per cent. In summer, when no heating is required,
the relative humidity of the air is higher and the
moisture content rises to between 11 and 12 per cent .
Therefore attention should be paid to the location
of the timber in order to determine which moisture
content would give the best results.

Equilibrium moisture content

Why is timber seasoned?

Considering again the drying of the pieces of
flooring, the case of this timber dries to the fibre
saturation point, and still continues to dry. As the
case dries so does the core, but because the moisture
has to travel further through the timber, it dries more
slowly than the case.

Seasoning timber causes many changes in its properties, and in practically every case the change is an
improvement. There is only one principal disadvantage in drying timber, namely, the loss in volume due
to shrinkage. However, by a correct understanding
of the shrinkage of timber this effect can be minimized, and timber can then be confidently used
without fear of adverse behaviour subsequently in
service.

Timber does not dry to a state of zero moisture
content, unless placed in an oven kept at a temperature above the boiling point of water. Timber in use
will be exposed to air, which always contains some
moisture. The quantity of moisture in air is a measure
of its humidity. The moisture content of timber in
service depends on the relative humidity of the air
surrounding it. As the humidity rises and falls, so
does the moisture content of timber. Table 1 shows
the relationship between relative humidity and the
moisture content of timber.

Shrinkage of timber
All timber shrinks to some extent as it dries,
resulting in a direct loss in volume. It should be
noted that shrinkage is a direct cause of the cracks
that occur on the surface or ends of sawn timber
and is also the primary cause of the warping which
sometimes occurs.
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It was mentioned earlier that loss of free water has
no elfect on the timber except to make it lighter.
When the combined moisture starts to dry from the
cell walls the physical properties of timber tart to
change.

TABLE 2
The shrinkage of some relatively common timbers
from green to 12 per cent moisture content.
Species

As timber dries below the fibre saturation point, it
commences to shrink . The walls of the cells arc made
of long chains of cellulose molecules which, under an
electron microscope, look like threads of cotton and
which are named "microfibrils", These are saturated
when the timber is green and the water molecules
(that is, the "bound" water) keep these threads of
microfibrils apart. As the water is removed by drying,
the fibrils come closer together. Although the movement is minute in each cell the overall result is the
shrinkage of the piece of timber. This shrinkage
continues until the timber reaches e.m.c. For the
rest of the life of the timber, as the moisture content
changes slightly with the variations in relative
humidity the timber continually shrinks and swells,
but only to a small degree.

Tallowwood
Blackbutt
Brush box
Sydney blue gum
Grey iron bark
Coachwood
Cypress pine
Radiata pine
Douglas fir
Teak
Redwood
Alpine ash
Spotted gum

This small "movement" of timber, as it is termed, is
occasionally observed in damp weather as the slight
swelling causing sticking of drawers, windows or
doors, but this effect disappears when the weather
improves and the timber shrinks again. A fine
shaving taken off the area that is binding will eliminate
this small inconvenience.

4.0

4.6
4.9
5.8
4.0

3.7
1.6
1.7
3.5
1.1

6.1
7.6
8.5

7.9
7.0
7.0

2.6
3.2
5.5

2.2
2.2

1.3
3.1

6.0

4.5

6.5

Formation of checks
Because timber dries from the outside, it can be
appreciated that the shrinkage of timber is a gradual
process. The case section of a piece of timber can
have a moisture content below the fibre saturation
point (f.s.p.), while the core is still far above it. Hence
some shrinkage will have taken place in the case, but
not yet in the core.

Basically, shrinkage of timber varies in the three
different directions of the tree, as shown diagrammatically. It shrinks very little along its length, of the order
of only 0.1 per cent, that is, I mm per metre. In some
cases a slight longitudinal swelling may occur but
this is comparatively rare. Occasionally, a higher
length shrinkage of up to I per cent can occur if the
timber contains "reaction" wood, but this is also
comparatively rare. A higher length shrinkage than
normal will also occur if the timber has a large
proportion of sloping grain (explained below) such
as cross-grain and curly grain. The shrinkage in
width will depend on how the board is sawn from
the log. If it is quarter sawn, that is, in a radial
direction, at right angles to the growth rings, its
shrinkage would be roughly half of that if it is back
sawn or sawn in a direction tangential to the rings.

This differential shrinkage leads to the production
of forces or stresses in the timber. In particular, during
the early stage of drying when the case is fairly dry
and the core is at a high moisture content, "tension
stress" is induced in the case because of the different
shrinkage. If this stress is severe enough, it can be
sufficient to rupture the surface of the timber, leading
to the formation of surface checks or cracks.
Alternatively, in the final stages of drying, when the
core shrinks the "core tension stress" is pulling t he
case inwards, and this tends to close up the surface
checks. However, if this core stress is great enough,
it can be sufficient to rupture the inside of the piece
of timber, and produce internal checks, such as are
shown in figure I. In some species a phenomenon
known as collapse can occur. Individual cells become
flattened similarly to the way a drinking straw flattens
if it is sucked when the far end is blocked . This causes
a large and irregular shrinkage of the cross-section of
the piece of wood, typically with the faces hollowed.
It can also cause internal checking or honeycombing separations of the wood fibres in the interior of the
piece resulting in open splits or holes running along
the grain. Steaming the wood when it is below the
f.s.p. (known as reconditioning) removes most of the
collapse shrinkage and distortion, and collapse will
not recur unless the wood is wetted and its moisture
content raised above the f.s.p.

TilE SIIRINKAGE OF TIMBER
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this is inclined at different angles to the length of the
board, this variable shrinkage can cause it to warp.
Timber containing spiral grain, where the direction
of the grain follows around the tree like a corkscrew,
will tend to twist during drying. Warping can be
induced by drying timber unevenly. A piece of green
timber with one face exposed to the sun will "cup"
as a result of the faster drying (and earlier shrinkage)
of the top surface. Such fast drying also usually
causes checking of the top face of the board.
"Bow" in timber can be the result of overhanging
ends in a stack, or from the use of strips of uneven
thickness; "spring" may be due to the presence of
knots or other areas of sloping grain occurring along
one edge of a board. Figure 2 shows the four forms
of warping.
Warping and checking of timber can be minimized
by using such drying techniques as stacking timber
perfectly flat, protecting it from the sun and if necessary
placing weights on the stacks. (See section entitled
How is Timber Seasoned?).
Properly seasoned timber, if protected from the
weather, will not crack, warp or shrink. This stabilizing of timber is undoubtedly the principal advantage
in seasoning timber.
Seasoning also improves the following qualities of
timber:

Figure I
Severe internal checking (named "honeycomb")
caused by rapid drying of timber. (SC2291.)

Warping of timber
Timber often contains "sloping" grain, forms of
which are described as "cross" grain, "curly" grain or
"spiral" grain. For example, where a knot occurs, the
grain of timber deviates quite markedly from the
direction of length of the tree resulting in sloping
grain. Some timbers such as brush box often contain
a large proportion of curly grain as a natural feature,
where the grain direction is sharply inclined at different
angles along the length of the tree .

Strength
The drying of timber increases its strength, especially
compressive, tensile, and bending strength and stiffness. This means that buildings constructed using
the green strength ratings of timber actually become
stronger in service as the timber dries.

During the drying of straight-grained timber, the
shrinkage is uniform and at right angles to the length
of the piece. When the timber contains curly grain,
it shrinks at right angles to the grain direction, but as

Cup

Spring

Figure 2
Forms of warping in timber . (SC2405.)
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HOW IS TIMBER SEASONED?

Hardness
Timber becomes much harder as it dries. Although
considered a disadvantage by an yone wishing to dri ve
nails into dry hardwood, it is an ad vantage when, for
example, floo ring and furniture beco me more resistant
to damage from bumps and knocks.

Seasonin g aims at d rying a set qu antity of timber
un ifor mly to the equ ilibrium moisture content requ ired
with a minim um of degrade in the shortest possible
time.
There are man y ways of seasoning or dr ying timber,
but o nly two methods have been found satisfactory,
prin cipally for econ omic reaso ns. They are air drying
and kiln dr ying. Air dr ying will be con sidered in
detail in th is publication, but kiln dr ying is a specialized process. It is the subject of a sepa rate Technical
Publication No. 20 " Kiln Drying", published by the
Fore str y Commission of N .S.W.

Weight
Dec reasing the moisture content of wood from its
original green value to 10 to IS per cent results in a
considerable reduction in weight. Th is is an imp ortan t
factor in handling and freight costs.
Durability

Stripping

Timber kep t at more than 24 per cent mo isture
content becomes susceptible to rotting and staining
fungi , which respectively either soften and destroy the
timber, or cause unattractive stains, thus downgrading
its appearance.
Seasoned heartwood or treated sapwood of timber
kept below 24 per cent moisture content in a protected
situation has an indefinite life. Well-made furniture ,
even though it is hundreds of years old , is still satisfactory for use.

To provide efficient circulation of air to all parts of
the material being dried in the stack, the layers of
boards are separated from each other by suitable small
sections of timber called strips, or stickers (See figure
3). For sati sfactory results , attention should be given
to the following requirements:
Size of strips - In thickness, the strips vary from
12 mm to 25 mm. The use of thinner strips results in
slower dr ying which might be required for a refractory
timber, but thicker strips are suitable for most thicknesses and species. Str ips about 19 mm thickness are
most commonly used .

Pai nting and finishing
Drying timber before painting, varnishing or
polishing is necessary to ensure that the result is
satisfactory. The finishing of timber when it is not
fully seasoned usually results in cracking, blistering
or peeling of the surface coating.
Gluing
Adhesives will produce the strongest bonds when
the timber has been properly dried. The moisture
present in partly dried timber can weaken the glue
bond, which together with subsequent drying shrinkage can result in failure of the joint.
Resistance to insect attack
Seasoning ti mber limits the range of species of
insects which a re liabl e to attack it. Some species can
be tre ated with preserv ati ves to resist attack, an d
partial seas oning may be a prerequ isite to such a
treatment. Properly treated seaso ned ti mber becomes
immune to pract ically all insect att ack .

Figure 3
T he correct met hod of stripping timbe r to ensu re goo d drying
with minimum degrade. (Note-grass will soon need cutting!).
(L1 198/7.)

T he width can be equal to or up to 50 per cent mo re
than the thickness. Thin strips brea k easily du ring
handling, but strips which are too wide have a greatersurface area of contact with the boards and can lead to
slow drying under the strips. A satisfactory size is
about 30 mm wide and 19 mm thick .
The strips should be made from sound, seasoned
timber, and should be all thicknessed uniformly to' the
required size, otherwise the use of different thicknesses
of strips will cause the boards to bend, resulting in
warping.
Unseasoned strips in contact with green boards will
cause slow drying in the contact area, with a possibility
of staining or even rotting under the strips.

Electrical resistance
Drying tim ber from green to about 12 per cent
moisture content increases its electrical resistance by
an approximate factor of a million. Green timber is
a rea sonably goo d cond uctor of electricity, but dry
timber is an insulator.
Heat content
G reen wood has a hea t co ntent or calorific value of
on ly 6 to 7 MJ jkg. Dry wood has a calorific value
of 16 to 19 MJ jk g. In addition to giving more heat,
dry wood ignites more easily and burns better, with
less smoke.
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Alignment of strips

to 7.5 m.
be mad e
pr ovision
increase s
height.

All the strips should be in exact vertical alignment
above the stack bearers, the principle again being to
avoid bending moments in the stack.

When str ipping, the pack height should not
grea ter th an 1.5 m to J.8 m unle ss special
is made for it, as the cost of making the stack
markedl v once it reaches about shoulder
.

Box-ended stacks
The stacks sho uld be built with both end s sq ua re.
O verh anging board s bend under their own weight , and
will retain this bowed sha pe when dry . On exposure
to the sun and rain , the se end s usually check or split
and are free to wa rp. and often require docking (see
figure 5). By using a stac k of suitable length, such
problems can be minimized . The stacks can be made
square both end s by sett ing every alternative board in
each layer flush with each end and subsequently filling
the spaces with short boards.

STACK,

BOX-END

(

Figure 4
The strip-guides maintain proper a lign me nt of the strips.
Note the gaps in the strip-guide framework to allow forklift
access to str ip ped timber. (L1198 /9 .)
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Spacing of strips
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For d rying straight-grained timber, the strips can be
placed at 450 mm centres. When refractory species
have to be dried, for example brush box. the str ips
should be p laced at 300 mm centres. This clo se
stripping provides more restraint on the timber. and
helps to reduce the amount of warping.
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Length of strips
They are usually made about 50 mm or 75 mill
longer than the width of the stack. If they are too
long, they can catch and be easily pushed out of
vertical alignment, and if they are too short they do
not provide the necessary support for the timber.
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Box-end stack
Sketch sho wing how the ends are both kept sq ua re. Staek
built to take longest board. Shorter hoard s are then laid
from alternate ends. (Se2l05 .)

TH E TIMBER STAC KS
Size
The size of the stacks is usually determined by the
method of hand ling in the yard. The individual packs
are best made up with the aid of a stripping guide, and
the air drying stacks are then made up in the drying
area.
If a mobile crane is used the packs are from 0.6 m
to 0.9 m square in cross section, and about 6 m in
len gth . A forklift or a lift tr uck can handle a pack of
1.5 m to 1.8 m in width, and up to 7.5 m in length, the
height of the pack being determined by the carrying
capacity of the truck. This is usually about 1.2 m fo r
the forklift and 1.8 m to 2.4 m for the lifting truck .
Stack widths greater than 1.8 m are not recommended , as the drying of the centre may be appreciably
slower than the drying of the more exposed outer parts
of the stack. The stack length is usually made about
0.3 m or so longer than the longest boards to allow
for slight overcutting, usual lengths being from 5.4 m

Figure 5
An example of very poorly built stack . P?or foundation ~nd
badly placed strips have deformed board s III the lower portion
of the stac k. (L814 /20).
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the moisture away. Thus a reasonable moisture
gradient is developed through ~ac~ board so that an
optimum drying rate can be maintained. .As a general
principle the site should be open on all ~ Ides to catch
the wind from every direction, although m some areas
protection from very dry winds (usually west.erly
winds in New South Wales) or from damp winds
(mostly those from the south) may be an adva~t!1ge .
Exposing green stacks of timber to very d~y con~ltlOns
can result in face checking for some species of timber.
As southerly winds in New South Wales ar~ often
accompanied by rain , these can lead to rewetung the
timber and hence to slow air drying.
It has been found experimentally in New South
Wales that the southern side of timber stacks is
always 2 to 3 per cent higher in moisture content than
the other sides .

Covering stacks
A roofed building with open side s is ideal for drying
timbers, since protection is given from the rain and
sun which cause degrade in the form of warping and
checking, whilst permitting exposure to dryin.g winds.
A less expensive but quite effective method IS to. use
individual stack covers. They can be of galvanized
iro n, plastic sheeting or other waterproof material,
secured against the wind. Even a shade cover of old
boards will assist materially in reducing the degrade
in the top layers.

Weighting stacks
For some refractory timbers, weights placed on top
of a stack assist noticeably in preventing excessive
warpi ng. However, correct attention to strip spacing
and alignment together with stack ~overs can oft.en
achieve as much as stack weights. It IS a good practrce
to place a stack of non-refractory timber .o n top of
packs of difficult species to act as a stack weight.

The area should have good drainage, a slightly
sloping site being preferred. For mechanical handling
of the stacks, a hard ground surface suita.ble for ro~d
ing is essential. Fork lift trucks especially require
good roads.

Sample Boards

Foundat ions

The use of sample boa rds (see the Commission's
Technical Publication No. 20 "Kiln Drying") for
determining the moisture content of the stack is
st ro ngly recommended, even if kiln drying is not used .
These are more accurate than using a moisture meter,
especially at h igh moisture contents. If kiln drying
is used to complete the drying of the timber, then
sample boards are a necessity for producing consistently dried timber. Alternatively, ~ new m~thod
of using inserted electrodes toge ther WIth a moisture
meter is beco min g more popular.

In order to obtain perfectly flat timber after drying,
it is essential to start with level foundations . They
should also be sufficiently strong not to deflect under
the weight of the tim ber stacks. In the a~se nce of
wind, when moisture evaporates from the timber the
air becomes cooler and heavier and falls towards the
bottom of the timber stack. As a consequence, it is
essential to have the foundations high enough to keep
the stack 300 mm to 450 mm from the gro und otherwise this cool damp air prevents the bottom layers of
the stack from drying at the same rate as the upper
section.
The removal of the cool damp air und er stacks is
an importa nt pa rt of the drying process, hence it is
essen tia l that the foundations be kept clear of weed
or grass growth and other rubbish. It is not uncommon to find broken boards, strips an d piles of
stack bea rers lying at the bottom of the stacks,
interfering with th e air circulatio n und er the sta~ks
and preven ting good d ra inage of the ~rou nd. Pier
constru ction is much pr eferred to co ntmuous dra~f
wa lls fo r stack foundati o ns, becau se of the better air
circulatio n (see figu re 6).

Stack spacing
Th e distan ce between air dr ying stacks depends on
the particular system of hand~ing used , which ~I so
determi nes the ind ividua l pack size and the fina l heig ht
of the stacks on th e foundations. In genera l, stacks
1.8 m high need 0.6 m se p~rat ion fro m ot~er stac ks,
progressing to 1.2 m s pacl ~gs for 6 m high sta~ks .
Th ese d istances a re o nly a guide, as the layout ~equlred
for handling the stac ks can affect thes e distances.
G ood result s a re obtained by ha ving two parallel ro ws
of sta cks ab ou t 1.2 m a pa rt, eac h pai r ha ving a 9 m
access road between them. P ro vision of ot he r road s
at intervals at right angles to the stacks leads to a
good open drying yard with minimum travel for access.

Figure 6
Well-bu ilt slacks-good fo undations. Note covering
of kraft paper. (L1198/3.)

THE YARD LAYOUT

Site
The principle in air dr~ing is to have .as m uc~ air as
possible flow over the timber. The ~Ir supp~les ~he
heat req uired to evaporate the moisture dlffusl?g
thro ugh the timber to the surface, and then carries
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Information on individual yard layouts can be
obtained from the Commission, as no two drying areas
are the same. Consideration has to be given to the
individual pack or stack size, the method of handling,
direction of the drying winds and the topography of
the site.
The information contained in this publication covers
the main principles to be followed to obtain the best
results in air drying timber. However, problems often
arise which guidelines will not solve. The Forestry
Commission of New South Wales is pleased to advise
timber users in such circumstances or to provide
further information on any matters arising from this
publication. They should contact the Wood Technology and Forest Research Division, p.a. Box lOO,
Beecroft, 2119 telephone (02) 871 3222.

Figure 7
Poor stacks, foundations non-existent. Potential loss in
deformed timber is high. Dry grass a distinct fire hazard.
(L814/22.)

This paper may be reproduced in full provided
acknowledgment is made to the Forestry Commission
of New South Wales. Extracts should not be published
without prior reference to the Forestry Commission.
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